YOUR
ENTRY
EXPERTS.

BULLET-RESISTANT PACKAGE.
LAYER OF ARMOR FROM AN ATTACK WITH FIREARMS
Active shooters are meticulous planners with an “MO” for going inside buildings to seek out targets. High security doors
keep unauthorized entry at bay. But, what if that shooter decides to unload on the front entrance in an attempt to gain
entry? A bullet-resistant package can safeguard the integrity of your door up to a certain point and possibly save lives.

DON’T FORGET THE FAÇADE

COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

If the security door is on the building façade, it is rec-

✓✓ Tourlock 180

ommended that the adjacent storefront be upgraded to

✓✓ Circlelock Solo

include bullet-resistant materials as well. Because facades

✓✓ Circlelock Combi

have flat glass, they can accommodate a much higher level
of bullet-resistant glass than a security door, which has
curved glass or moving glass in the door wings.

KEY BENEFITS
✓✓ Peace of mind in the event of an attack with firearms

SHOW ME, DON’T TELL ME
We call out each section of the door that is reinforced.

LEVEL UP OR UPGRADE – WE OFFER
FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
Buildings are designed to last a lifetime; so are our entry
solutions. However, entry requirements change as the
way we work and live changes, as rules and regulations
are updated and as technologies evolve. Our accessory
products are the perfect way to upgrade or update your
existing Boon Edam entrance solution. More information
on retrofits and upgrades can be found by asking your
entry expert consultant.

1.

Door wing and curved sidewall glass: clear, poly-

OVERVIEW

BULLET-RESISTANT GLASS LEVEL 3

Our Bullet-Resistant Package equips a security

Security doors have curved glass and moving door wings

door with the ability to stop three .44 magnum

with glass inserts. Because of this, security doors can

bullets, or a bullet twice as heavy and signifi-

accommodate Level 3 bullet-resistant glass. All bullet-

cantly faster than the bullet of the most common

resistant glass in the United States must conform to the

handgun, a 9mm semi-automatic. Using Level 3

standards outlined by Underwriters Laboratory, or “UL.”

side and canopy roof: aluminum lined with 7/16”

bullet-resistant glass and reinforced framing,

Through testing, Level 3 bullet-resistant glass must be

bullet-resistant fiberglass

security doors are part of an effective active

able to stop:

shooter defense plan.
✓✓ Three shots within a 4” triangle with no spalling on
the non-secure side (or glass chips that could fly and
injure)
✓✓ Three shots within a 1.25 to 1.75 inch area with some
spalling acceptable
✓✓ One unsupported edge shot with some spalling
acceptable

glass laminate, bullet-resistant, Level 3 glass 		
(29mm thick)
2.

Reinforced end and side posts: 1/8” steel-plate
lining

3.

Reinforced canopy façade on the non-secure 		
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OUR REACH
IS GLOBAL.
We have been in business for more than 140 years
manufacturing premium aesthetic and security entrance
solutions in the Netherlands, United States of America
and China. We can confidently say that we cover every
corner of the globe with subsidiary companies in major
cities across the globe. Furthermore our global export
division not only partner with our distributors, but also
offer direct sales and service to every territory. This wide
net allows us to have a strong global footprint as well as
a personal grasp of local markets and their unique entry
requirements.
To find your closest Boon Edam expert, please go to:
www.boonedam.us/contact

Boon Edam Inc.
T +1 910 814 3800
E sales@boonedam.us
I www.boonedam.us
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